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Affluent inves tors  are calling ESG frameworks  into ques tion, according to Knight Frank. Image credit: Knight Frank

 
By EMILY IRIS DEGN

Ultra-wealthy investors are mitigating risk, making adjustments to their portfolio approach in the wake of a perceived
economic "permacrisis."

Knight Frank's Wealth Report 2023 addresses a few era-defining environmental, social and governance (ESG)
concerns. The 17th edition of the estate consultancy's flagship publication reveals the most popular pick for the
amendment at the moment the report reveals that a segment of the world's ultra-high net worth individuals (UHNWIs)
would prefer to shift the "E" in ESG shift from "environmental" to "emissions," in a move that would both clarify what
many group members argue has become a "catch-all" term, while ultimately limit legal culpability in the long run.
including

The report's findings are based on expert insights, as well as surveyed responses received by the company in
November 2022 from over 500 wealth advisors, private bankers, intermediaries and family offices who are
collectively in charge of over $2.5 trillion on the part of UHNWI clients. Conducted January 2023, the firm's HNW
Pulse Survey is new to the report and reflects views on wealth building from 500 UHNWIs spanning 10 countries and
territories including France, Australia, Italy, China, Spain, the United Kingdom, Switzerland and the United States.

Guaranteeing green
Knight Frank's new report arrives amidst an era of gradually heightened environmental legislation, as investors are
beginning to express a desire to redefine popular sustainability frameworks in an effort to "future-proof" portfolios.

The release outlines that, as social consciousness progresses, a wave of wealthy investors are requesting more
clarity and tighter definitions as it concerns the ESG acronym. Some are saying "environmental" is too broad a term
to start out the field of study, thus, investors are asking for a framework that integrates a clearer objective.

These affluent individuals are wanting concrete guidelines to go by when deciding which properties to invest in,
and which green technologies to implement on their new sites.

Specifying would simplify the process of ensuring that acquisitions meet current sustainability expectations and that
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marketing for goods and services sold in 2023 maintains more uniform messaging.

Wealthy inves tors  seem interes ted in allocating funds  toward sus tainably-viable projects . Image credit: Knight Frank

If the segment were to be honed, perks would apply not only to wealthy investors, but to all companies touting
advanced ESG measures.

Consumers would stand to benefit in gaining clarity around what their preferred companies bring to the market by
following ESG guidelines.

The Knight Frank Wealth Report 2021 unveiled the motivation behind this affluent-led battle for simplification,
showing that while six in 10 ultra-high-net-worth individuals (UHNWI) believed they did not have the education or
insights needed to truly judge the value of ESG investments, 43 percent were interested in finding those
opportunities.

In other words, the desire to participate in sustainable movements is there, but wealthy investors lack the ability to
define which "environmental" initiatives are worth implementing or investing in.

In fact, half of all investors say that a large barrier to making ecologically-led investments is due to this dearth of
specificity, as it keeps them from being able to accurately assess which opportunities are of note.

As  the climate cris is  worsens , the environment is  increas ingly playing a bigger role in inves tments . Image credit: Knight Frank

This year, the report also notes that 77 percent of UHNWIs stated that the environment is taken into consideration
when making investment decisions either "to some extent" or "to a significant extent," signaling just how deeply the
climate crisis is  affecting the business of the wealthy.

The top-ranked environmental concern for the population is "reducing carbon emissions through operation,"
making this the most-considered environmental issue when casting investment choices.

In descending order, "minimizing embodied carbon," "minimizing waste of resources" and "minimizing
consumption of resources" followed. Based on rankings, it is  clear that affluent populations are seeking to cut back.

"When we asked about the leading risks and opportunities relating to the ability to create and grow wealth, energy
and climate issues were cited as both," says Liam Bailey, global head of the research department at Knight Frank, for
the report.



Considerations for fueling investment properties rose to the forefront amidst an energy crisis at hand. Image credit:
Knight Frank"Environmental considerations impact investment decisions for nearly four-fifths of investors," Mr.
Bailey says. "The results again clearly point towards carbon emissions as the leading environmental investment
consideration."

Turning tides
The current crises are expected to continue affecting UHNWIs' decision-making, as they increasingly turn towards
environmental methods of business adaptation, largely opposing social or governmental points of action in favor of
what the report titles asset ownership transparency.

"With most private investors confirming an interest in environmental objectives, and with this being reinforced by
regulation, and with the S and the G remaining less codified and subject to shifting notions of what makes an
appropriate target, simplifying ESG may be the best way to help meet private investors' primary nonfinancial
objectives," Knight Frank's Mr. Bailey notes.

The s tate of the environment is  a huge concern for young people the demographic shaping market trends  across  sectors . Image credit: Knight
Frank

Another point of change that is expected to control investments is the growing power of younger demographics (see
story). Due to shifting wealth and resources, the investment landscape is changing, increasingly embracing items
such as fine art.

As young people ascend into means, and luxury consumers skew younger by the year, the rising "passionate
collector" population is making art a focal point.

Fifty-nine percent of UHNWIs are looking to get in on the high-risk, high-reward action. In fact, the sector grew by 29
percent year-over-year, according to Knight Frank's latest.

"The results of our index and some of the staggering sums paid for investments of passion over the past 12 months
highlight just how important their collections are to UHNWIs and how resilient many of these asset classes are to
economic and geopolitical events," said Andrew Shirley, author of the Knight Frank Luxury Investment Index, in a
statement.

"Gen Z and Millennial wealth is also having a profound impact with new collectible markets emerging all the time."

Goods aside, investors are expected to commit more readily to ESG developments, a much-needed act of evolution
from decades prior.
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